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 Chapter 1411 merciless snowstorm 13 

 

When the phone rang, ru Yu happened to be in front testing the road covered by the snow with a 

wooden stick. Because of her previous experience, she did not dare to rashly go. In Jin Zhengnan’s 

words, she had to dig through the snow to find the way. 

Jin Zhengnan’s phone rang, but he was in extreme pain and did not want to talk at all. So he asked Ru Yu 

to help him pick it up. He pressed his hand on his chest. 

Ru Yu opened the phone and found that it was a string of numbers. She did not think much and directly 

pressed the answer button. Naturally, she said, “hello. ” The person on the other end of the phone was 

silent for a moment Then, Lan Ruoshui’s cold voice sounded, “Ru Yu, you and Jin Zhengnan are still 

fooling around. Little did you know that your husband, Lei Zhenyu, was crushed to death by a steel 

frame. It is said that he was dug out of his body… ” 

The phone in Ru Yu’s hand slid down almost instantly. Her entire body felt as if the world was spinning. 

Then, she could not control her body and fell straight back. 

“Ru Yu! ” The panicked Jin Zhengnan instantly burst out with a voice. When ru Yu’s body fell down, he 

quickly pounced on her and pulled her arm Then, he gritted his teeth and endured the intense pain in 

his chest as he shouted, “Ru Yu, hold on to me, ru Yu… don’t believe Lan Ruoshui, she’s a liar! ” 

Ru Yu, who was originally unconscious, was pulled by Jin Zhengnan. Hearing his roar, she slowly woke up 

and opened her eyes. Only then did she realize that her body had actually fallen down the cliff, and Jin 

Zhengnan was pulling her hard. 

Hun Dun’s mind instantly cleared up, so she quickly grabbed Jin Zhengnan’s hand and used her other 

hand to grab a tree branch by the side. Then, she continued to climb up. 

After all, ru Yu was someone who spent a lot of time outside sketching, and she even knew how to climb 

rocks. Just now, she only fainted. Now, she gritted her teeth and tried her best. In addition to Jin 

Zhengnan pulling her with force, she finally returned to the shore after a few minutes. 

Ru Yu returned to the shore safely, but Jin Zhengnan had already exhausted all of his strength. The 

wound on his chest that was already in intense pain was now completely pulled open due to his 

desperate efforts. Fresh blood kept spilling out Soon, his clothes were soaked through 

Ru Yu began to cry. She dragged Jin Zhengnan to the side and leaned against him. Then, trembling, she 

used his cell phone to call the emergency department. However, when the hospital heard that it was 

this mountain road, they immediately said that they could not come because this mountain road could 

not be driven They had to think of a way to get down the mountain, or they could only wait until 

tomorrow. 

The hospital’s rescue could not come at all. Ru Yu had no choice. At this moment, Jin Zhengnan could 

not walk at all. She could only grit her teeth and carry him forward, because she knew that they were 



about two kilometers away from the mountain. As long as they got down the mountain.. They would be 

able to find a way to rescue them. 

However, Jin Zhengnan was a man. His body was very heavy. Even if ru Yu had trained in martial arts 

before, that was only her movements. She had never done such a strenuous job before. Moreover, this 

little bit of strength was not enough.. After all, Jin zhengnan weighed more than a hundred pounds. 

Jin Zhengnan told ru Yu to ignore him and let her hurry down the mountain. He said that she was a 

burden to him and he did not want to burden her because he had let her down. 

Of course, ru Yu would not leave him alone, so she gritted her teeth and carried him on her back. 

However, she had to stop after carrying him for a few meters. She could not hold on for too long. 

Just as they were walking and stopping, Jin Zhengnan’s phone rang again. This time, it was another set 

of numbers. This set of numbers was familiar to ru Yu. She was so excited that her hands were 

trembling. It was not easy for her to find the answer button and press it… … 

Chapter 1412: Sharing the wind and snow 

 

She pressed the answer button and before she could speak, Lei Zhenyu’s voice was heard. Although he 

was calling for Mr. Jin, she immediately recognized his voice and was so excited that her entire body was 

trembling In an instant, she felt that his voice was like the sound of nature. 

After hanging up the phone, ru Yu was still able to control her excitement. When she heard Lei Zhenyu’s 

voice just now, she was almost stunned. What followed next was an overwhelming surprise. 

Lei Zhenyu was still alive, and he was looking for her. She could finally rest assured about him, so.. As 

she put the phone into Jin Zhengnan’s clothes bag, she said to Jin Zhengnan in a trembling voice, 

“Zhengnan, Zhenyu is fine. He will bring the rescue team to find us soon… ” 

However, she soon found that Jin Zhengnan had no reaction to her words, and his face was no longer as 

Pale as paper. Instead, it was deathly Pale, which made her instinctively terrified and afraid. 

“Zhengnan, Zhengnan, ” ru Yu shook Jin Zhengnan’s body and called his name carefully, “Zhengnan… 

Wake Up… Zhengnan… Wake Up… ” 

Jin Zhengnan did not wake up, but his face was cold. Ru Yu bent down and looked at the unconscious Jin 

Zhengnan. Without thinking, she directly covered Jin Zhengnan’s mouth with her mouth. 

Artificial breathing was basic first aid knowledge. Most people knew it, and Ru Yu was no exception. 

Although she had never done artificial breathing before, it did not mean that she would not… … 

Jin Zhengnan, who had fainted due to extreme fatigue and extreme pain, was finally woken up by ru Yu’s 

push, shake, and artificial breathing. 

“Zhengnan, you’re awake. ” Tears hung on ru Yu’s face, and she cried like a child. “It’s good that you’re 

awake. Zhenyu will come to find us soon… ” 



“Is he okay? ” Jin Zhengnan’s voice was weak, but there was a smile on his pale face. He looked at ru Yu 

as if he was relieved of a heavy burden. 

“He’s fine, ” ru yu quickly followed up and comforted him, “Zhengnan, you have to hold on. You have to 

hold on. Zhenyu and the others should be here soon… ” 

Jin Zhengnan nodded and raised his hand to wipe the tears off her face. He said softly, “I know… don’t 

cry… Ru Yu… don’t cry… ” 

“What’s wrong with you? ” Ru Yu saw Jin Zhengnan gritting his teeth and his face was hideous due to 

the pain. She couldn’t help but reach out to touch his chest. 

Jin Zhengnan did not want her to touch him, but this time, she directly pulled Jin Zhengnan’s hand away 

and then unbuttoned one of the buttons on his coat. She reached her hand in, and what she felt was not 

warmth, but a cold, wet one. 

Her entire face changed color. She pulled her hand out and realized that it was covered in blood. She 

looked at Jin Zhengnan and then at her own hand. She was stunned for a moment, but in an instant, she 

roared at him. 

“Why didn’t you say anything? ” Ru Yu cried and shouted, “Jin Zhengnan, your wound tore after the 

surgery, why didn’t you say anything Why did you follow me I told you to stay in the car Why did you 

follow me Why didn’t you listen?” 

“Ru Yu, I’m worried about you. ” Jin Zhengnan’s voice was very weak, but on this quiet mountain road.. 

Ru Yu heard it clearly. “Do you remember that time we went to the Himalayas? At that time, it was also 

snowing heavily. When we were crossing a mountain peak, we had a disagreement and fell out. Then 

you got angry with me and went in the opposite direction… ” 

Chapter 1413 snow and wind sharing 1 

 

“I remember, I remember everything. ” Ru Yu immediately took over his words, because Jin Zhengnan’s 

words were very exhausting She continued his words, “that time, I walked for a long distance by myself. 

Later on, I tripped and fell in a canyon and my ankle couldn’t walk anymore. Just when I was in pain and 

thought that I couldn’t walk anymore, you caught up from behind and carried me. At that time, in the 

ice and snow, you carried me and walked back step by step. At that time, the sky was snowing again. I 

said that I had implicated you, but you smiled and said, if it wasn’t for my willfulness, how could there 

be romance at this time Grandmother Qiongyao liked to write about how the male lead carried the 

female lead in the wind and rain, but she definitely didn’t know that it was actually more romantic for 

the male lead to carry the female lead in the wind and snow. When I go back, I have to give 

grandmother Qiongyao a suggestion and write in a different way in the future. Otherwise, the romance 

would be old-fashioned enough. 

When Jin Zhengnan heard this, he laughed and gently took over her words. “grandmother Qiongyao’s 

romantic way is indeed old-fashioned enough. She always likes to write about riding in the same boat in 

the wind and rain. Little did she know that riding in the wind and snow is also a kind of romance… ” 



In fact, when he was with Ru Yu, he was happy, especially when he carried her on his back and walked in 

the snow. The whole world was so quiet that only the two of them were in it. He even hoped that time 

would freeze and everything would be eternal. 

The time he spent with her as a hiker was the most luxurious time in his life, especially that night when 

he stayed at the Tibetan People’s home. That night when he hugged her and slept together was the 

most luxurious night in his life. 

At that time, it was not that he did not have extravagant thoughts. He even fantasized that the two of 

them would be like what was written in Jin Yong’s Wuxia novels. They would encounter an avalanche 

and the entire mountain would be crossed. Then, they would never be able to walk out again. Thus, they 

would be like Yang Guo and Xiaolongnu They would spend their entire lives in a stone cave. They would 

never have to return to Seoul. They would never have to return to that big city that was full of intrigue. 

Of course, extravagant thoughts were always extravagant thoughts. Once he and her left the Himalayas, 

once they returned to Korea and Seoul, and once Lan Ruoshui appeared in front of him, his heart would 

immediately be filled with guilt. Moreover, he felt that he was covered in filth He was simply not worthy 

of a woman like ru Yu who was like a lotus that had emerged from the water. 

Ru Yu smiled bitterly when she heard Jin Zhengnan’s words Then, she sighed and said, “sharing the snow 

and wind is indeed a kind of romance, but that romance is also very short-lived. After all, there are too 

few days of snow and wind in a year. Perhaps Grandma Qiong Yao knows that too few days means that 

it’s short-lived. That’s why she doesn’t write about sharing the snow and wind, but only about sharing 

the wind and wind. ” 

Jin Zhengnan looked at her like that. After a long while, he said faintly, “Ru Yu, I miss the days when we 

used to be together. I miss the days when we used to cook at home, Watch TV together, or sit on the 

SOFA quietly together… ” 

When Jin Zhengnan said this, he looked at her and said, “so, after the divorce, I couldn’t help but go 

back to our old home. I know you want me to leave, but ru Yu, you can’t. I don’t sleep well at other 

peaks. So, it’s useless for you to change the locks. If I want to go in, I can open the locks you changed. 

You don’t know that I often sleep with our sheets, and I often stare at the matchboxes in a daze… “… ” 

Chapter 1414 Snow and wind sharing 2 

 

“From now on, I won’t change the locks. If you want that house… I’ll give it to you. I’ll give you 

everything inside… ” ru Yu’s eyes teared up. 

Although her three-year marriage with Jin Zhengnan ended in failure, it didn’t mean that the three years 

of marriage really didn’t have any beautiful memories. 

“Well, whether you give it to me or not, I’ll occupy that house and won’t leave. ” Jin Zhengnan’s 

expression became worse and worse His voice was also getting lower and lower. “Ru Yu, in this life, I’ve 

let you down. During the three years we were married, I let you stay alone in an empty room. I didn’t 

say that it was because I had cancer and was afraid of bringing trouble to you, because I wasn’t that 

great. Moreover, I realized that I really fell in love with you after I divorced you. In fact, I’m just a 



scumbag in a lot of melodramatic novels. I’m a person who only knows regret after losing you. In 

addition, I have to explain why I didn’t have the right to be your husband in the first place. At that time, I 

didn’t touch you because I really felt that I was too filthy. Firstly, I wasn’t good enough for you. I was 

afraid of defiling you. Secondly, I admit that I’m an indecisive person, especially Lan Ruoshui who has 

given a lot to me. Also, after I married you, she often came to find me. I’m very stupid. I don’t know why 

I always roll with her. And every time I go home and lie in bed with you, if I miss you a little, I can’t help 

but think of the dirty scenes with Lan Ruoshui. Therefore, I wish I could slap myself twice. After that, I 

don’t have the courage to do that kind of thing anymore. I feel that I’m just a pile of SH * T in the gutter, 

and you’re a lotus in the tranquil pond. A dirty and filthy person like me is only fit to be with a person 

like Lan Ruoshui… … .. 

Ru Yu’s tears fell like rain when she heard this. She grabbed Jin Zhengnan’s hand She shouted in a low 

voice, “let’s not talk anymore, Zhengnan. Let’s not talk anymore. I’m not as good as you think I am. I’m 

just an ordinary woman. My heart has been dark before, especially when I tried to stop you from 

marrying Lan Ruoshui back then. I even… … I even gambled my own marriage in a fit of Pique… …” 

Jin Zhengnan looked at her with a smile on his face. He took a breather and slowly said, “Ru Yu… you 

won the bet… He’s very good… He’s very compatible with you… promise me… you must be happy… ” 

Ru Yu stared at him, her eyes darting around. She would never agree to him. What nonsense was he 

talking about? It was like he was leaving his last words. She would never agree to it. 

“Zhengnan… stop talking… Zhengnan… you will be better… Zhenyu will be here with help soon… shut up 

and don’t talk anymore. ” Ru Yu finally held it in and begged Jin Zhengnan while crying. 

“Ru Yu… promise me… you must be happy… ” Jin Zhengnan looked at her and wanted to raise his hand 

to wipe the tears on her face, but he didn’t have the strength to do so, so he could only look at her and 

beg, “Ru Yu… promise me… ” 

“Ru Yu… promise me… ” Jin Zhengnan asked again and again … 

“okay… ” Ru Yu finally agreed … 

However, as soon as she said this, Jin Zhengnan’s hand that was holding her hand suddenly slipped 

down. She was slightly stunned, then she shouted loudly, “Zhengnan… Zhengnan… ” 

“Zhengnan, wake up! ” Ru Yu shook Jin Zhengnan’s body hard and then used artificial breathing on him 

again. However, this time, Jin Zhengnan did not wake up again. 

“Zhengnan… Zhengnan… ” ru Yu sobbed. She pinched Jin Zhengnan’s body hard, but she could not wake 

him up no matter how hard she tried. Lei Zhenyu was not here yet … 

She could not wait any longer. She had to find a way to carry Jin Zhengnan down the mountain. Once, 

three years ago, Jin Zhengnan carried her on his back. That time, he carried her out of the valley and to 

the hospital in the nearby town. 

Tonight, she was also going to carry him down the mountain. She was going to carry him to the hospital. 

She wanted him to live. He was only 31 years old. He still had a good time and a long time to go… … 

Chapter 1415 Snowstorm: 3 



 

When Che Qixuan and Lei Zhenyu arrived at the foot of this mountain, Achang had already arrived with 

the rescue team of the Lei family. This road was a mountain road, and because the snow was too thick, 

it was impossible to accurately identify the width of the road Therefore, even a snowmobile like Che 

Qixuan did not dare to rashly drive up. 

They could only go up on foot, which was certain. Fortunately, the snowstorm had passed, and it was 

not as difficult to walk as it was a few hours ago. Moreover, they were all strong men, so everyone 

immediately walked forward on foot At the same time, they brought a stretcher and emergency medical 

supplies. 

Lei Zhenyu walked to the front, and his heart was extremely nervous. He had just called Ru Yu, and the 

television was on, but no one answered. This made him even more worried. 

Actually, Lei Zhenyu did not know that ru Yu was carrying Jin Zhengnan down the mountain, step by 

step. Jin Zhengnan’s phone fell out when she was carrying Jin Zhengnan. She did not notice it, so she did 

not pick it up. 

Fortunately, ru Yu told Lei Zhenyu that the mountain road they were on was closer to the north slope. 

Therefore, Lei Zhenyu and Che Qixuan drove the snowmobile to the north, but it was still close to two 

kilometers. 

Lei Zhenyu quickly walked up. After walking for about a kilometer, he vaguely saw a black shadow 

moving in front of him, so he could not help but shout, “ru Yu… ru Yu… ” 

Shouting loudly in the mountain would easily cause an avalanche, but this mountain was very small. 

Because it was a mountain outside Seoul, it would not cause an avalanche. 

The shadow that was slowly moving in front of them stopped. Ru Yu slowly raised her head and looked 

at the shadow that was running towards her. She widened her eyes and saw that the shadow was 

getting bigger and more familiar. 

“Zhenyu… Zhenyu… ” she wanted to respond to him loudly, but she did not have the strength to do so. 

She used all her strength to support Jin Zhengnan on her body … 

Ru Yu’s voice was very soft, but Lei Zhenyu heard it because he was only two meters away from her. 

When he saw that she was bent over and there was a black ball on her back, he immediately knew that 

it should be Jin Zhengnan. 

Therefore, he took a few steps forward and quickly reached out to take Jin Zhengnan from her back. 

Then, he said in a low voice, “I’ll carry him. You just follow me. The stretcher will be here soon… ” 

Lei Zhenyu had not finished his words and had just taken Jin Zhengnan over. Before he could put him on 

his back, ru Yu gradually fell down beside him. 

“Ru Yu… ru Yu… ” Lei Zhenyu shouted out in panic, his whole face was so scared that it changed color. 

Fortunately, the people behind had already caught up quickly. Someone took Jin Zhengnan over. Lei 

Zhenyu quickly bent down and stretched out his arms, immediately carrying ru Yu horizontally. 



“What’s wrong with Ru Yu? ” Che Qixuan quickly ran up from behind and looked at ru Yu in Lei Zhenyu’s 

arms. His face was as Pale as paper, and his heart almost tightened in an instant. 

“Stretcher, quickly bring it up and get on the stretcher. ” Che Qixuan’s voice was trembling. His entire 

body could not help but tremble. 

He only had one daughter in his life, and she was snatched from Dongfang Mo’s hands. Ru Yu could not 

be harmed. If anything happened to ru Yu, he did not want to live anymore. Without a daughter, what 

was the point of living? 

 Chapter 1416: Ru Yu had a miscarriage 

 

The stretcher soon arrived. There were two stretchers, one for Jin Zhengnan and the other for ru Yu. Lei 

Zhenyu personally went forward to carry the stretcher. Although it was only a kilometer away, he still 

wanted to send ru Yu to the hospital as soon as possible. 

The hospital’s ambulance could not be driven initially, but the doctor came instead. Che Qi Xuan’s 

snowmobile was temporarily set up as an ambulance. Because Lei Zhenyu was carrying ru Yu personally, 

and ru Yu was lighter, this stretcher came down the mountain first. 

As soon as they reached the car, the medical staff picked up ru Yu and immediately carried her to the 

car. A doctor ordered the driver to drive away immediately, saying that they had to send her to the 

hospital as soon as possible. 

“wait a minute, there’s another person behind. That person is more seriously injured, ” Lei Zhenyu 

quickly called the doctor. 

This night, Jin Zhengnan should be accompanying ru Yu, but at this moment, it was not the time to be 

jealous. The reason why ru Yu took this road was probably because she wanted to find him. Maybe it 

was because of the damn list. 

Jin Zhengnan must have been worried about her being alone, so he accompanied her. However, the two 

of them did not expect that something would happen on that mountain road. 

At this time, Lei Taihe arrived under the lead of the Lei family’s driver. When he saw Lei Zhenyu covered 

in blood, he was shocked and quickly asked, “where’s Ru Yu? Have you found her? How is she now? ” 

“She’s in the car. Oxygen has been hooked up. ” Lei Zhenyu’s voice was choked with sobs. 

“It’s fine as long as oxygen is hooked up. ” Lei Taihe let out a long sigh of relief. He was really worried 

that ru yu could not be found. Then, how was he going to explain it to Dongfang Mo? 

“Doctor, is she alright? ” Che Qixuan came to the car door and looked through the window at the busy 

doctor. He could not help but ask worriedly. 

“It’s hard to say right now, ” a doctor answered without even raising his head. “The internal injuries can 

only be detected by the medical equipment at the hospital. However, what the naked eye can see and 

experience can tell is that she has slanted her ankle and there are many scratches on her body. Also, 

note that it’s a miscarriage. It should be caused by falling and rolling. We are trying our best… “. “… “…” 



Miscarriage? ! ! 

Everyone was shocked. They looked at each other and then at Lei Zhenyu. Their eyes were full of 

questions. 

Lei Zhenyu’s face was Pale, and his heart was aching. Miscarriage, he really did not expect such a 

situation. 

Actually, when they went to Angola for their honeymoon, he had thought about whether they would 

have a child in the desert. At that time, he was still thinking about giving the child a name. 

But after he returned, he moved into the Lei Corporation. Then, Lei Zhensheng gave him the position of 

president, and he entered a very intense working phase. 

After that, he came to the summit forum meeting and revealed Ru Yu’s identity. He got into an 

argument with her. Although they didn’t divorce under her insistence, he did forget about the possibility 

of her being pregnant. 

However, he didn’t expect that the heavens had indeed favored them. Their child, the child they were 

pregnant with in the Namibian desert, their thousand-year-old orchid, their bread tree… … 

Everything came too fast, and everything left too quickly. This child had actually left quietly when he 

found out. 

Everyone was silent. No one said another word. At this time, everyone only hoped that ru yu would 

wake up safely. There was no greater hope than this. 

 Chapter 1417: Jin Zhengnan is dead 

 

Everyone was paying attention to ru Yu and the person who was carrying the stretcher down from the 

mountain, so they didn’t notice that there was a woman standing not far away, and this woman was 

actually Lan Ruoshui. 

Why was Lan Ruoshui here? 

These words had to start from the phone call she made to Jin Zhengnan when she walked out of the Lei 

family home. At that time, she received a call from Jin Zhengnan’s phone at the Lei family home. When 

she realized that it was actually from Che Ru Yu, she felt very uncomfortable. 

Therefore, after she left the Lei family home, she first called Jin Zhengnan, wanting to confirm if Jin 

Zhengnan and Che ru Yu were together again. 

The facts proved that this time, it was che ru Yu who answered the call. Therefore, she hatched a vicious 

plan and made up the news that Lei Zhenyu was crushed to death by a steel frame in the north. Her 

purpose was to provoke che ru Yu and see if she would die of anger. 

Of course, she really hoped that Che ru Yu could die now. Because Che ru Yu was dead, Jin Zhengnan’s 

so-called inheritance to che ru Yu would probably be left to her. 



Moreover, besides Jin Zhengnan, she could not find a better way out. She had tried to marry Lei 

Zhensheng and become che ru Yu’s sister-in-law, but she did not expect Lei Zhensheng to be so heartless 

and not only did he not want her.. He even chased her out of the Lei family. 

Therefore, during this period of time, she had been hiding in a cafe not far away from the Lei family. In 

fact, she was secretly watching the movements of the Lei family. 

When she found out that the Lei family’s housekeeper, Ah Chang, had gone out with the family doctor 

despite the snow on the road, she immediately knew that something must have happened to the Lei 

family. It was either Lei Zhenyu or Che ru Yu. 

Later, she saw on the television that only one person had died at the Lei construction site in the north. 

The other missing people were also being counted one by one. Moreover, Lei Zhenyu’s name had finally 

appeared. He was alive. 

Therefore, she became more and more certain that something must have happened to che ru Yu. Later, 

the driver of the Lei family brought Lei Taihe out. She immediately followed him. She wanted to see 

what had happened. In fact, she still wanted to know if che ru Yu was still alive this time. 

About ten minutes after Ru Yu was put on the stage, the ambulance finally carried the stretcher down. 

The man on the stretcher was covered in blood. His face was deathly Pale. In fact, one look was enough 

to tell that he was already dead. 

“ZHENGNAN! ” Lan Ruoshui was stunned for a moment. Then, she screamed and quickly pounced on Jin 

Zhengnan, wanting to pounce on him. 

Unfortunately, before she could pounce on the stretcher, Lei Zhenyu had already reached out his hand 

and pushed her away fiercely. He asked the paramedics to quickly carry Jin Zhengnan to the side of the 

car. 

The car door had already been pushed open. Ru Yu was already placed in the front row. The paramedics 

took Jin Zhengnan over and quickly put him on a ventilator and other emergency measures. 

However, the ventilator did not work because he was no longer breathing and he could not hear his 

heartbeat. Therefore, they used the last emergency measure to shock him. However, after a few 

strokes, Jin Zhengnan still did not wake up. 

The doctor sighed softly and looked at his bloody chest. Then, he pulled a white cloth to cover Jin 

Zhengnan’s entire body and face Then, he stood by the car door and announced in a deep voice, “Mr. Jin 

Zhengnan has passed away. We… DID OUR BEST! ” 

“Zhengnan… Zhengnan… ” Lan Ruoshui pounced on Jin Zhengnan’s body like a crazy person. She ignored 

the medical staff’s obstruction and pounced on Jin Zhengnan’s body. She cried so hard that it shook the 

sky and earth. 

Chapter 1418: Jin Zhengnan dies 

 

Jin Zhengnan’s body was first put down on the snowy ground. As Ru Yu had to rush to the hospital, Jin 

Zhengnan’s body could only be pulled by the funeral parlor’s car. 



Lei Zhenyu stood there like a clay sculpture. He did not even know when the temporary ambulance had 

left. He stared unblinkingly at Jin Zhengnan’s body. He felt as if a huge mountain was pressing down on 

his heart It was so heavy that he could hardly breathe. 

He looked at the sky. The Sky was gray. He looked into the distance. His surroundings were a vast 

expanse of whiteness. It looked exceptionally clean, but he felt exceptionally heavy. It was as if during 

the last time he was hiking with her in the desert.. It was so heavy that he could barely drag his legs. 

The funeral parlor’s car could not come. It was the Lei family’s housekeeper, Achang, who hired people 

to Carry Jin Zhengnan’s body on a stretcher to the funeral parlor. No matter how tightly Lan Ruoshui lay 

on the ground, she was eventually pulled away by force. 

Jin Zhengnan’s body was carried away. Lan Ruoshui pounced on Lei Zhenyu who was about to leave like 

a mad dog As she pounced on him, she screamed at the top of her lungs, “Lei Zhenyu, I told you that Jin 

Zhengnan and Che Ru Yu were together. I told you that they were a pair of dog lovers. Now do you 

believe me? Did Jin Zhengnan die because of Che Ru Yu? ” 

“SLAP! ” An extremely powerful slap landed on Lan Ruoshui’s face. The one who hit Lan Ruoshui wasn’t 

Lei Zhenyu, but the gentleman who stood by the side and looked gentle and gentle, Che Qishuan. His 

cold gaze was like a sharp blade as it landed on Lan Ruoshui’s face. 

“To think that ru yu used to treat you as a friend, but you are such a person. Now, ru Yu is still struggling 

on the edge of life and death, and you are actually slandering him here. I think you must be tired of 

living. ” Che Qishuan’s voice was not loud But it was extremely powerful. 

“Who the F * Ck Are you? You actually dare to threaten me? ” Lan Ruoshui stared at Che Qishuan angrily 

Because she did not know that this was ru Yu’s father. Moreover, Che Qishuan was young and looked 

like he was not even forty years old, so lan Ruoshui did not expect that this person was actually ru Yu’s 

other father. 

“threaten you? Don’t you see what kind of person you are? Are you worthy of my threat? ” Che Qixuan’s 

face was ice-cold. Normally, he would not be angry, but when he was truly angry, his temper was not 

any better than Dongfang Mo’s. 

Lei Zhenyu looked at Lan Ruoshui He said coldly, “what you said just now reminded me that you were 

the one who answered my call to the Lei family. Then, I have to wonder, who answered ru Yu’s call to 

the Lei family? When did she call? What did you say to her? ” 

As soon as Lei Zhenyu finished speaking, Lan Ruoshui’s face changed color. She muttered to herself 

angrily, “all of you are lunatics, lunatics who bite people randomly. ” 

“Zhenyu, let’s go to the hospital to see ru yu first. ” Lei Taihe called him from not far away. “Hurry up 

and come over. There’s a snow road here. My mountain bike can barely drive. Hurry up and come over 

with your father-in-law, Mr. Che. ” 

Lei Zhenyu nodded and turned to walk over. However, after taking two steps, he turned around and 

reached out to grab Lan Ruoshui who was about to leave. “Let’s go together. When ru Yu wakes up, I 

want you to confront her face to face. ” 



“confront her face to face? I’ve never seen her before. ” Lan Ruoshui struggled and then tried to defend 

herself. “I haven’t seen her for more than half an hour. I don’t want to have anything to do with her. ” 
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Unfortunately, no matter how loud Lan Ruoshui was, Lei Zhenyu did not let her go. Instead, he directly 

carried her to the car and forced her into the car, wanting to take her to the hospital. 

Lei Taihe also vaguely felt that something was wrong with Lan Ruoshui at the Lei family’s house 

yesterday, so he frowned and asked Ah Chang who was driving, “did Miss Lan receive any calls at our 

house last night? ” 

“Yes, ” Ah Chang reported truthfully, “but she received a call from Jin Zhengnan. She also said that Mr. 

Jin was worried… ” 

Achang then remembered that something was wrong, so he cried out, “but Mr. Jin is with young 

Madam. Then did young Madam use Mr. Jin’s phone to call? ” 

“nonsense, Achang, you’re talking nonsense. ” Lan Ruoshui was like a person who had been caught in a 

braid. She suddenly shouted, “At that time, Jin Zhengnan hadn’t gone to find che ru Yu. Don’t mislead 

people here. ” 

“We’ll know whether there’s nonsense or not when ru Yu wakes up. ” Lei Taihe stared at Lan Ruoshui 

coldly Then, he said sternly, “bring her up later. Don’t let her leave on her own. I want to see who killed 

my grandson. ” 

Che Qixuan’s ambulance drove ru Yu to the nearest large-scale hospital. It was already half an hour later 

when Achang drove to the hospital. After all, this car was not a snowmobile. Although it was barely able 

to clear a path.. But there was still a lot of snow on the road, so they did not dare to drive fast. 

The emergency room of the emergency department had a red light. Che Qixuan was at the end of the 

corridor answering a phone call. His expression was incomparably grave. Lei Zhenyu knew that it was 

definitely Binhai who called. There was a snowstorm in Seoul. It was impossible for Dongfang Mo’s 

family not to be concerned about this matter And when Che Qixuan could not contact ru Yu, he would 

definitely tell Dongfang Mo.. 

Everyone waited quietly outside the emergency room. Perhaps it was because of the hospital, or 

perhaps there were medical staff coming in and out all the time, or perhaps it was because they were 

outnumbered. At this moment, Lan Ruoshui did not make a big fuss She only stared nervously at the 

light on the emergency room door. 

Actually, Lan Ruoshui did not want to stay here at the moment. She wanted to go to the funeral parlor 

more. She even thought about whether she should force a will into Jin Zhengnan’s pocket when he was 

not prepared. 

She was indeed very sad about Jin Zhengnan’s death. After all, he was the man she had truly loved. 

However, if he did not die, he was already dead. She had to seize the time to think about her future life. 



However, she could not leave. No, she could not leave at all because the Lei family had their eyes on 

her. That Damn Achang was especially responsible today and had their eyes on her. 

Therefore, she hated Che ru Yu even more in her heart. She even silently prayed that she would not be 

able to save her. She silently hoped that she would also die. If that was the case, her life would be much 

better. Perhaps Jin Zhengnan’s assets would all be given to her. 

Just as she was overwhelmed with anxiety, the emergency room door was pulled open and a doctor 

walked out Looking at the people here, he asked, “May I ask if there is a direct relative of Che Ru Yu who 

needs a blood transfusion? If not, then do you have any type B RH negative blood? The blood bank is 

only 200 cc. Now that the roads are closed due to the heavy snow, the blood from other hospitals will 

not be delivered in a short period of time. ” 

“Yes, I am her father. I have this type of blood. ” Che Qi Xuan immediately ran over. The Dongfang 

family’s blood was all this type of blood. 

“then quickly come in, ” the doctor immediately nodded to Che Qixuan, let him go in with him. 
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“blood transfusion? Ru Yu actually needs a blood transfusion? ” Lei Zhenyu’s hands gripped tightly onto 

the clothes in front of his chest. His heart, which was originally at the edge of his throat, tightened even 

more, and his face instantly turned pale because of his nervousness. 

Fortunately, Che Qixuan’s blood was completely suitable for ru Yu. He drew a whole 400 cc of blood for 

ru Yu, and finally let ru Yu pass through the critical moment. Meanwhile, he was arranged by the nurse 

to lie down in the lounge next door for a while The nurse also gave him two glucose injections for him to 

drink quickly. 

Lei Zhenyu looked at Che Qixuan by the bed and said in a low voice, “thank you, Daddy. If you weren’t 

here… I don’t dare to imagine… ” 

“If I’m not here, where am I? ” Che Qixuan wanted to get angry, but he was a little weak after taking the 

blood, so he just glared at him. The phone just happened to ring, so he didn’t have time to scold Lei 

Zhenyu. 

It was Pu Yongjun on the phone. He was also very anxious and asked if he had found ru Yu. Because he 

was still in Jeju Island, he couldn’t come back for a while. After all, Pu Zhihui would only return to Seoul 

after the full moon. 

Che Qixuan said that he had found her. He had just given ru yu a blood transfusion and should be fine. 

On the other hand, Pu Yongjun was shocked on the other side of the phone. He quickly said, “how can 

you give blood transfusion? ” “Your body is so weak? ” “Why didn’t you ask for blood from the blood 

bank? ” “Why are you so daubed? ” “What should I do if something happens to you? “? 

When Che Qixuan heard Pu Yongjun’s reproachful concern, a happy smile appeared on his face. It felt 

good to be cared for by someone. It was really good. 



Lei Zhenyu looked at Che Qixuan’s expression. He thought that someone who loved Che Qixuan very 

much must have called him. Otherwise, he would not be smiling so brightly. 

He only knew that Che Qixuan was ru Yu’s father, and Che Qixuan didn’t seem to be married. Therefore, 

he thought that Che Qixuan must be waiting for the woman he loved. After all, he was such an 

outstanding person. It was unbelievable that he didn’t get married. 

Many years later, Lei Zhenyu found out that Che Qixuan was actually GAY. It wasn’t that he didn’t like 

someone, and it wasn’t that he didn’t have a lover. It was just that his lover wasn’t accepted by the 

public. 

Che Qixuan looked very young and didn’t match his age. Lei Zhenyu thought that if he and Che Qixuan 

left together, if he called for Che Qixuan’s father, people who didn’t know would probably be scared. 

He had heard from ru Yu that Che Qixuan had an accident a few years ago, but he did not know what it 

was. It was mainly because ru Yu had mentioned it in one sentence. Therefore, he only knew that Che 

Qixuan had undergone plastic surgery. His skin was very white However, there was a little bit of 

transparent white, which made him look like a baby. 

Ru Yu’s surgery lasted for more than two hours. Finally, the door of the operating theater was pushed 

open. The nurse pushed ru Yu out. However, her face was still covered with an oxygen mask, and there 

was a needle inserted into the back of her hand. 

“The operation was very successful. Her twisted ankle has been fixed, and the abortion has been 

performed. Moreover, she has been given an RH d LgG injection. It will not be a problem for you to have 

another child in the future. ” The doctor smiled and explained Ru Yu’s current situation to Lei Zhenyu. 

“thank you! ” Lei Zhenyu came over and took the hospital bed from the nurse. He personally pushed ru 

Yu’s hospital bed and followed the nurse to the inpatient department. At this moment, ru Yu needed to 

go to the ward to rest. 

“Doctor, how long will it take for her to wake up? ” Lei Zhenyu asked the doctor who came with him 

when he pushed ru Yu’s hospital bed into the elevator. 

 


